TRACKER uGPS TAG

DEFENCE & SECURITY
The Tracker uGPS Tag is a miniature tracking device with the benefit
of real-time GPS tracking using a dedicated RF link without the
need for a commercial bearer and the redundancy of RDF in a small
package.
GPS positions can be stored locally on the tag for pattern of life
analysis. Positional information can be recorded based on a number
of criteria such as start/stop motion. To keep power consumption at
a minimum, a user can retrieve the GPS records via a physical USB
connection.
In order to save power and to prevent detection using technical
surveillance countermeasures (TSCM), the Tracker uGPS Tag can be
commanded into a sleep mode by any Tracker receiver. This means
that the RF signature of the device is undetectable by scanning
equipment.
In the event of TSCM being carried out, the narrow band and low power
nature of the technology transmission means that it is extremely
difficult to detect. As a result, the Tracker uGPS Tag is the perfect
solution for tracking ‘technically aware’ subjects

Features:
•

Provides Real-time GPS ‘dot on map’ location without the need for a
commercial bearer

•

RDF provides geo-location in GPS denied environments such as
inside buildings or within intentionally denied environments

•

Operates in GPS denied environments, within buildings or where
intentional jammers are deployed

•

Build pattern of life information whilst not tactically tracking the
subject

•

Low power, narrow band, pulsed transmission in dedicated bands
minimise the risk of detection

•

Remotely commandable operating modes to suit mission phase
and manage battery power, maximise mission duration enabling a
30 day deployment from internal batteries

•

Ability to re-frequency tags in the event that an interferer is
discovered within the tracking band

•

The RF link is resilient to jamming; enabling an operator to track a
tag even if a GPS/GSM jammer is deployed
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